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4 Whereupon, oe . 

CORTLANDT CUNNINGHAM 

was called for examination by counsel for the plaintise,” 

and having been — duly sworn by the notary public, was 

examined and testified as follows: | oe 

EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFP 

BY MR. LESAR: | 

Would you state your full name, please? 

Cortlandt Cunningham.. 

And where are you presently employed? 

With the FBI. 

‘In what unit of the FBI? 

I am the Chief of the Pirearms and Toolmarks. 

- And how long have you been an employee of the FBI? 

Por over 23 years. 

0 
Py 

Oo 
OP 

OD 
UP 

hl 

What is your training -- just briefly. — 

What does your training consist o£?     
I 
}- 

i ified to perform? 

i What types of examinations and tests are you qual: 

A Firearms identification and related subjects, as 

| Q Now, you are in -- in 1963, what was your -- from 

| 
| cas 
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- November 22nd, 1963, what was your employment and position? 

A 

: Toolmarks Unit. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

much as there are several sections in the PBI laboratory in 

the scientific analysis section which is -- I. am a part of. 

section, but there are other sections. 

Q 

A. 

Minerology, Hairs and Fibers, Spectographic -- that seems to 

be -- 

Q 

analysis? 

A 

Q 

' It is. 

4 

: ° : . eo EAE 
I was a special agent supervisor in the Firearms ..:|.    
That is a unit of the FBI laboratory? 

How many units of the FBI laboratory are there? 

That is a difficult question to answer, sir, inas- 

We have several units -- separate units in that 

There are other sections. 

-All right. oO : ae 

Could you specify the units in your section? 

Pirearms-Toolmarks, Instrumental Analysis, Serology|, 

    

  

Would the Spectographic include neutron activation: 

Actually, they are separate. oo “fe 

They are two separate units? 

At the present time, yes, sir. 

In 1963, were they separate? 
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Qo All right. 

| Now, would it be customary in che dnvemtigavten of 

a criminal case, for the various units of this section to con-' 

fer with one another in the investigation of a case? 

A The usual procedure is that a case is assigned teh, 

a principal examiner, and if there is any other work to be done 

outside of that particular unit, then associate examiners are 

assigned to the case from the units that will also. perform 

examinations on the evidence. - | 

Q Let me make sure I understand this. 

Who would make the apaignaant? * a eo 

A On the case? - . area: 

Q Yes, | : 

A Originally, the case is assigned 20 5 particular | 

A No. 

Q They were one unit, then, in the section in which .j_ 

      

you were then employed? 

A Yes, sir. 

At that time, it was known as the Physics and Chen=|: 

istry Section. 

    

unit by the number one man of the section -- only as to who. 

is going to be the principal unit on the case. After that, : 

the unit chief assigns the case to one of his examiners. 

SES  
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‘ sections. 

iin charge of that investigation? 

    

the most work in the particular case. es 

time 

> 
© 

Pp 
© 

YP 

Q 

A 

Q 

oD
 

was 

‘assassination of President Kennedy. | 

a 

6 

Who determines -- you said that there were various 

Who determines which section is to handle the case?) 
  

    

  

cee 
~ he 

That would depend on who -- which unit woula have: 

All right. 

Now, let us take specifically, the case of the 

What section of what unit was the principal unit 

You mean from a laboratory standpoint? 

Yes. 

The Physics and Chemistry section as te was then. 

And who was in charge of that section? . 

At that time, Roy Jebbins (phonetic). 

And the section in which you were angers at that 

different section?. 

No, sir. 

You were part of that section? 

  

Yes, yes. 

Who, then, determines what tests are performed? 

It all depends on the case. 

Well, let us take the case of the assassination of 

S Cb  
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! ask what could be done with it? 

| oratory. 

' communicating with anybody. 

President Kennedy. 

Who determined what tests were made? 

Gone or should be done, were done. 

Q What would be the form of this decision? 

How would it be communicated? | 

A Well, it depends on the piece of evidence. 

In other words, when we get a piece of evidence 

in, what can be done with this particular piece of evidence? 

Q Now, ordinarily, would the Director of the FBI 

Would he confer directly with the lab? 

How would the process be initiated? 

A Well, the work would be done strictly in the lab- 

I'm sorry, but I do not even know about the Direct 

~Q And what I am interested in first, are the kinds 0 : 

tests that would be performed and who determines them. - 

The request, as I understand it, comes to the A 

section of the FBI laboratory. 

In this case -- in the case of President Kennedy, 

527 
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, of this magnitude, that the section chief and the assistant 

1 ieee at- that time, the No. 1 man -- 

2 at came to the Physics and Chemistry section. 

Now, would the request -- who would the request -- 

   
come from? 

Who would initiate the decision or the requests .as |:. 

‘to what tests were going to be conducted? oo 

} A As I say, it would be my opinion, that in a case 

| 
| 

| 

it 

| 
Q Mr. Jebbins? 

i 

i a: Yes. 

f Q 80 that the request would have come from — to Mr. 

| Jebbins? 

A Also, Mr. Frazier was the No. 1 examiner on the case 

“9 And so the communications, then, would be from 

Mr. Jebbins to Mr. Frazier? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Mr. Jebbins would submit a piece of evidence to. 

Mr, Frazier and ask that that certain test be performed on: it? 

i 

7 woe geaelteg, & . a8 

  

  A -—sNo, sir. _ 5 eS   i! , The evidence was being turned over to the Pirearns 

“unit by whoever brought it in.They were personally delivering 

i 
i 

i it right to the Pirearms unit. 
| 
u Q To the Firearms unit? 

woe  



time, if it is a routine case, I would determine what examina- 
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A I'm sure that would have been discussed. 

Yes, six. | Le 
Q Now, would those conferences be recorded im any. 

form? © 7 

i A No, sir. 

Q There would be no notes taken on them? 

A. Not that I know of, sir. 

| Q Tt would be purely verbal? 

4 Q But then, Mr. Frazier -- did Mr. Frazier act on his 

own in conducting the test or did he confer with Mr. Jebbins? 

;, tions — 

. oe $2? 

A Yes, sir. 

gon fe    

   
A I am sure he conferred with Mr. Jebbins. °-- 

Q Phis would be the dena’ procedure? | : 

A Not in a normal oa. 

No, sir. 

Q.- How wonld it differ from a normal case? 

A Well, if a case comes in to a unit at the present   
Q ‘I see. 

But in the case of President Kennedy's assassination 

you think that. there would have been conferences between Mr. | 

i Jebbins and Mr. Prazier as to what tests should be performed? 
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| A A formal request? 

i 
Hi 

1 

il 

10 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Would this -- would there be any follow. up om this? she 

Would Mr. Jebbins send to Mr. Frazier a. formal. 

equest that certain -- for Suekain types of tests? 

Q A written request for certain types of ‘tests? 

A I don’t think so. 

| Q- - He would not? 

A No. 

i Q Then the next stage, I assume, is the carrying out 
; * 

‘| * 
H 

pt the tests -- or let me ask this way -- would there be con- 
i . * 

ferences between Mr. Frazier and anyone else as to these tests? 

A He would certainly confer with the person in the 

other units who were going to make examinations in the case. 
| 

| Q Yell, would there be any written record of those. 

conferences? | | : | 

A No, sir. 

Q The tests are then carried out.   How, normally, are they carried out by a single . 

  

| 
| 

| 
u 
‘f 

padietasll or more than one? 

A Under normal circumstances, Lt would be carried on 

Q With respect to the assassination of President 

S320 
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by one person. 
| o 
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oH A _ In Firearms, we had three people involved. - =: 

“4 
i 

| 

ll 

Kennedy, did that differ? 

A Yes, sir. es 

  

   
It differed. 

i Q There was normally more than one person invoived?. 

i We all made the examination. 

Q Yes. 

_.. Now, you conduct an examination. 

Now, are notes made on the examination? 

? A Yes, sir. 
I 

Q - And what happens to the notes once they are made? 

A They are preserved. 

Q Are they put into a report, then, on the test? 

i A I do not understand your question, sir. 

Q Well, you conduct a test, on; say, ballistics exam- 

il 
‘ination, and you have made certain notes on what transpired and 

‘what you observed during the examination. 

Now, is a formal report or a written report,. made-onl.. 

    

it 
it 
phat examination? 

4 
A That is correct. 

Q And who would this be submitted to? pe 

| OA Mostly -- they would be submitted to the Pield Offic 
i] 

‘that submitted the evidence. 
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Q Would they -- what is the distribution of the copies? 

A I do not know. ome Bo, 

I know that Dallas was receiving all the reports 

      
Other dissemination, I do not know. 

I 

‘ 

i Q Within. the Bureau itself, what would be the dissem-|:. 

il How many copies would be made and who would they 

A At the present time, sir, I cannot recall. 

: In other words, I know there is always one copy of 

the report that goes to file. 

Q Would there be more than one file that a report 
i 

t 
i 

\ 
| A Noxmally, no, sir. 

Q Le distribution is made to other persons, would that 

be true? 
, ee 

| A No, sir. 

| In other words, there were other -- I cannot recall. 

5 There were many copies to each report -- again, due- 
I ge oer 

‘to the importance of the case -- because everybody had.an-.intey 

‘est in the case. 

v 
| Q Well, now, when the report is made; woulda there be 

— would copies be circulated to the other units in the section 

oR  
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‘that is doing the test? 

   

  

   

7 A Normally, no, sir. a 

i Q In the case of President Kennedy's assassination? 

li A I do not really recall, but I do not believe that; 
if 
ik ae 

ib unless the other unit asked for a copy, it would not. be: 
£f 

‘done. It would be strictly the principal unit. 

Q If you conduct a given test and -- does the examiner 

‘sometimes, in consequence of that test, suggest that further 
i so 

‘tests be conducted? 

It conld be. 

if 

i 
; And would he make these suggestions in writing? 
| 
4 No, sir. 

j 

0 
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FY 

How would he communicate with the suggestion that 

there be further tests? — . 

A He would communicate it to the principal examiner, 

who would have been Mr. Frazier. 

Q fo Mr. Frazier.   

  

  i Verbally? E 

! A Yes, sir. . 

: Q Not in written form, right? = 

A No, sire 

i Q And would Mr. Frazier then make a recommendation as 

"to. whether or not the further tests would he conducted?  
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A Again, in a case of this magnitude, it would have 

been done. Soe 
28 ae 

: Q Would Mr. Frazier's direction that further tests be'| 
  sy 

© e 

done be in written form? 

  

No, sir. A 

Q Why not? 

A It is just not our procedure. 

Q In -~ what are the purposes for which you conduct 

poes it include, for example, preparation of testi- 

mony in a court case? 

A Do you mean the principal reason for conducting that 

i 
| Q Well, just give me -- if you can give me what you 

‘feel is the principal. reason, yes. 

| A The FBI is in power to conduct examinations for 

{ 

other Federal agencies, local law enforcement agencies and 
| 

‘criminal cases. 
3 : 
4 Fa 
t 

   

Q And what -~ whyare the -- so you are saghna that thd 

— are carried out to determine what? ep 

A Whatever they ask for. 

Q Whatever is asked for. 

And you say that it is in power to do this as part af 

7  
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its law enforcement purposes? 

A Yes, sir. 
st 
| 

   
/ Q And part of that includes the trial of persons: who. | 

if : ot ad 
i 

fare accused of crimes? 

Ih A The trial, sir, is incidental to the examination. 

" Q Yes. 

But what I ain driving at, is whether, in making the 

‘ests and in making the reports on the tests, you must also 
i a 
i 
iprepare for trial -- to testify at trial? 

- A That would be done at the time of the trial. 

Q But you do npimally peepare to testify at trial? 
) 

A I do not understand, sir. - 

Q Well, the purpose of the tests, is it not, ultimatel 

is so that evidence can be produced at a trial of a person 

accused of a crime? a 

A Yes. 

Q Yes.   
     
   

R Now, in preparing for that, you would make reports,.. 

‘wouldn't you? ‘ a   For example, you have got the District Attorney. aut: 

“in Dallas -- 

Let's go off the record a moment.   
{A short recess.) 

Ses   
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‘BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Q Back on the record. 

         

  

   

   

    

  

  " ALL right. I believe I was trying to ascertain 

whether or not reports: are customarily made in order to pre— 

A, A report, whmather the case is gcing to. court or.” 

not, is always prepared on: the examinations conducted. 

oe And then “af the case t gees £0 trials would there: 

be additional reports made? 

  

No , sir ." c oe me anys. 

     

  

How woula the District ASEOEMY | who- “fs conducting. 

  

* oO 

| the c case: know what to examine the Agent who is going to cawthed 
Bg. ad 

on without a <eporee 

oe A. “The copy of the report would be furnished the 

united States Atbornay”s s office. 

- Q A copy of the original report? 

A I believe’ that! ‘is the correct way os 

° Q Then there would be no other report provided ko: 

the ' Paneer other than the optginal FBI laboratory: report 

. A No, six. The FBI — ‘eacs the only report that 

is prepared, vie eniginad report going to the Field Office. 

Q I see. - \ 

Now, suppose the U. S. Attorney has additional 

S36 
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: questions that are not answered in the field report. How is . 
th 

| 

this handled? © _ na = 

fo 

    

    
  A ‘I believe it would be handled directly with the: 

‘Field Office. 

Qo... Well, wold, hare be -- my understanding is that. 

you give the U. Ss. Attorney only your initial report. “there ia|: 

no follow-up, or no report, made to prepare him for the ques---| 

tions that: he should ask ‘the Agent when the Agent. ‘takes the |   | stand? 
i 

t 
' 
: ~ 

A. Only one report -- laboratory report -- is farms t- 

| shea, and that is furnished to the Field Office. | 

=a. @Q. ‘And ‘then the Field Office would make it. t available || 

  

to the prosecutor? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q ' In the standard testing muopedaness * is. there norm. 
wee! ty 

ally anyone who verifies: the results of the tests or exanina-. 

    
   

    

    

A Under normal circumstances? No, sir. | 

Q In the case of President Kennedy's assassination:   

A Yes, sir. In the Firearms portion, there were‘. 

( 7 three of us working on it. “eS 
Ez o ' ~ . . : . ‘: 

Q In ballistics examinations -- which I gather is 

what you are expert in? \ 
i 

\ | | So/7 - 7 . Le 
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A Firearms identification, sir. 

{ Q Yes. ° 

| ' Could you describe»the procedures that you go. 

through in making an identification, testing to see whether. 

i not an identification could be made? oe ! 

Hi A Yesy sir. 

, Q Would you do that? 

aA . First the evidence is marked, and then.-- can we *- 

: Limit it to a bullet and a gun? | 
1 ‘ : : 

: a Yes. : 7 

A First the evidence is marked, and then a bullet ~ 

t is axsminied, first for caliber, type, and its physical, charac~ | 

| teristics. oe 7 

Q By Shvaleat characteristics” you mean. such eninge: | 

as weight? 

- OA - Yes, sir. 

ne gn And you would weigh it immediately — —- 

| A Yes, sir. a 

Q And by “physical characteristics" you mean whether: 

" Or not it's distorted, or mutilated? | a 

( = | | A That would be noted, but what I meant by physical, 

! characteristics -- whether or not it's a lead bullet, or a | 

} jacketed bullet, and the --in the case of the assassination, -_ 

HOOVER REPORTING £0. INC. J | GRE 
420 Massavhuseits avenue, fC. 
wae . a. RA BAANN
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were dealing with a military type bullet. 

by physical characteristics. 

in it =--..those are the grooves. wee cue ece 

Q Right. 

. A 

characteristics of the. weapon from wniek it was fired. 

o. Now, how would that examination be | Performed? 

      

Microscopically. 

9 _ Under a comparison microscope? : 

A No, sir. Under a zoom—scope. 

a "- Zoom-scope?_ At what stage would you ‘examine -- 

well, let me -- I've inteminpiad you. 

What are the next stages in the procedure? 

A After you have microscopically determined the 

general rifling characteristics present on the bullet, the we: 

bullet is examined microscopically for the presence of any 

individual characteristics or marks which might. be of- value 

for identifying that bullet as havea: been fired from 2 pe 

ticular weapon, to the exclusion of all other weapons... 

Then -- 

Q May TI interrupt just a second? - 

If -- let's assume that you can not make that iden 

PPT 

That is what I meant 

Then the bullet would be -examined for the rifling 
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tification positively on the basis of an examination under the 

microscope. 

' What is the next step? 

A I don' fe understand the question. _ , 

Q Well, are there amy other proceianes an tends 960 

might. enpléy to determine whether ormt it is identifiable, « or q 

can pa excluded as having been fired from that particular 

weapon? | 

“4s There is’ no way of Looking at or examining a 

bullet to positively determine whether it's identifiable. alt ra 

you can do is examine. “ae for the presence of any microscopic Ss} 

marks. which could possibly be of value. 

oe AlL right.) shen what do you do? 

A Then you examine the weapon. | 

Q How is het comiucted’ le 

A Well, you -= first, you would run a patch through. 

fired since the last Cleaning. 

Then you would generally check it over to 3 see est 

operating condition. - . : 

/ Q What doyu mean by that? 

A. That is to determine whether or — the weapon is 

$Y0 
in -- 
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t Q |. Can be fired? 

{ | A can be fired. , = 3 eye 

| -Q ’ And in the case of a Mannlicher-Carcano, which: 

| was used by Oswald, you've mae that examination? ns 
it . : 

, i OA 7 Examined it to. ‘£ind out if it was —— ‘generally 

speaking, was the gun in working order. 

: , Q And you made a —a that? 

; A I don't know if it's in the notes or not, sir. r 

can *t recall. - . . . 

7% Normally, you would put that type of. observation 

in the report, would you not? 

A ‘tz personally wouldn't, no, because the only time | 

zr make any personal notes, I have aounc something wrong with. - 

the weapon. If I don’t make any notes, then I know I ‘gouna : it 

to be in normal working. oxdar.     

9 So the absence of notes : would indicate te that Oswald's 

rifle. was in working ovdar? | | 

A I did not make the notes on Oswald's rifle, sir. 

Are you familiar with who did? 2 SEES   Yes, sir. . 

  

Who was that? 

Mr. Frazier. 

oO 
Py 

0 
PP 

O
 

Do you know what the results of his examination 
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: were? 

i bullet that you received, do -- does: part of “that examination 

_consist of determination of whether or - not there: are any resi- | 

22 

       
A As I xecall, we found the weapon to be in normal: 

operating condition. 

Q In this examination that you were _making of. the 

  

dues on the bullet? 

‘A -‘What kind of residues? 

Q Well, human residues; for example, blood, tissue? | 

A. I do not recall, sir, whether that was done on -> t 

in this case. 

 Q Would it normally be done? 

A No, sir. oe 

Q Why sink ; . 

3 . Well, if a . ballet is taken out of a body, and ie | 

known to be taken out” of a Body, there would be no advantage 

to running a blood examination, would there? 

Q Well, let's assume that at is supposed to- have 

struck two different bodias. 

A In a normal case? 

  

Q Well, let's take the case of the assassination of “ 

President Kennedy, where we have a bullet which is alleged to 

have struck both President Kennedy and Governor Connally. | 

i  
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A I do not recall whether that examination was made. 

Q But based on the fact that the bullet was alleged 
   

      
   

   

! to have struck both men, would it not have been octet ts 

oe 

conduct an , SkanLnaeson to see whether or not there were an 

| sembduds- which would enable that determination to be made?   A It’s very possible that it was made. 

7 Q Let's take the other part of it. 

Suppose that the bullet was not found in the body; |   | would that be subject to examination? Would you look for resix| 

i, dues of other kinds? 

! A Routinely? 

3 Q : Yes. 

: A No, sir. 

Q | In the case of the saasewinatdon af a president? 

A scan not recall whether any ‘ cother examinations 

were made. 

Q Would you, in the course of examining the bullet,. 
see 33 

| determine whether or not it had =< whether there. was anything 

  

   

  

which suggested the bullet had been tampered with or was in 

other than a -——- in the condition in which it would oe bean 

found at the scene of the crime? 

A Only if such indications were present would any 

notes be made like that. When you examine the bullet, the 

Po SYS 
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' bullet is in a condition you normally expect. 

   

Q If the bullet had been cleansed, you would make - 

notes on that normally, put that in your report? ane 

A | How would you know that, sir? 

a Well, Suppose ‘that someone had made # the informat 

available to you? : 

A” rt would put that in the notes if somebody had tola 

me; yes, sir. - : i 

Q _ Would that tena to make you suspicious of the ba | 

let? oe } 

| A - Nothing Like that occurred in this case, sir, that 

| I know of -- that I have any. knowLedge of. 

9 You were unaware. Se nae bu tet which is alleged . 

to have wounded both President Kennedy and SOvernSr Connally | 

was cleansed? 

OB I did not know that; no, sir. 

Q All right. 

We have gone through the sort of — what t gather, | 
     

is the first couple of stages of your procedure in making « a. 

ballistics examination, and you've marked the bullet ‘and: yo “ve 

  

observed it, and commented on its characteristics, saighed, and 

examined it under the microscope. 

What else do you do?  
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A As I recall, I was up to the place where I was pre-+ 

paring to fire the rifle -- fire the rifle using cartridges |    
   

similar to those represented by evidence that you have...) 

| Q Nor, ordinarily; this is for comparison. purposes. 
| . . ® 2y™ = . St 

lis it? 

| A Yes, sir. - 

Q To determine whether or not the bullet that you , 

have. as an evidentiary specimen can be determined: to have been 

fired Exom that particular rifle?   
ti . AL Yes, sir. 

- Q .. Does that also include a determination ‘as to | 

| whether or not the bullet can be excluded as having. been fired 

from that particular rifle? | | i. 

A Of course. | 

Q Now, when you made -- you fire similar ammunition .| 

from the rifle which is your specimen? | 

A (No audible response) . 

   

  

Q What do you do then? 

A You make a microscopic comparison with the test 

  

bullets and the evidence bullet on a comparison microscope.   
( Q Now, as I understand it, you have the test bullet and | 

the comparison bullet —- 

A Yes, sir. 

| GYo 

320 Wassackusett: Avenue TLE ; 
t 
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Washington, D.C. 20002 
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| 
|  
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Q —- and you place chan both under a comparison 

microscope? “os _ eure 2 

A ‘Yes, sir. 

Q And look at them to determine whether or not &h 

seem to be dentifiable or whether or not = are character =f 

isties which exclude their having been fired — would “exclude || 

their having been fired from the same weapon? 

“A May I add -—- 

Q You. may. 

A There are iene conclusions that can be reached — 

in fieamns identification: 

One is identification, that the bullet was firea «| 

from that weapon to the exclusion of ald. other ase - 

| The second conclusion you can reach is if soon 

that's when the general rifling chamactetistics of the weapon - 

are / different than the general rifling characteristics ausplavel 

on the surface of the bullet. That is, tke vaantnae! of leEt 

    
   

lands and grooves, widths of the lands and grooves, twats ° 

the nifting -- Streckian of twists of the rifling. 

  

The third conclusion is "no conclusion;" that is*7*t   where you have a case where everything is similar -- the general 

rifling characteristics are similar; however, the individual - 

characteristic marks on the evidence bullet do not match the 

$Y6 

| | 
|
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  . and you make a determination as to one of these — you ——"s 

  

27 . 

characteristic marks from the test bullets, or there are not . 

sufficient microscopic marks on the evidence bullet for Adenti-} 

fication purposes. In other nani, the surface is smooth 

except for the vigiing impressions. : 

‘Q All right. - | ee 

Now, you Teek Shrenga. the couparsson: microscope 

one of these three conclusions. 

. 
pe

e 
e
t
t
   How is that reported? 

a That is placed in the notes. ek 

Q And are | photographs taken of the two bullets? ak 

A Under normal circumstances, no. In this -- in the . 

assassination of President: Kennedy, yesi they were. SN 

“ Q- 7 And that woul be true A other major political . 

crimes Like the assassination of DOEEOE Ring? 

  

7A Se aia not” ‘work ‘that case. 

  

   
    
    

Q... You aia note oe 

How do you request — recover the test~firing,   
samples? . z 

- A At the time of the assassination of President: 

Kennedy, we were recovering tests in cotton waste wateriall. 

Q go the firing is done by firing the specimen into” 

a cotton tube, or something, is it? 

777 
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A Yes, sir. This:particular case, we had -- we 

still have -- a very large recovery box for -recovering rifles. 

    

        

  The -- if it were done today, we would use water recovery, but 
  

we did: not have it at the. time. 

es 

rifle for comparison paxposes? : “is 

  

a . Normally twice, sir. 

“-Q  onty twice? Be me 

A Yes, sire Te ~ 

Q oo Is there any particular reason why you don't doe 

   

  

it more: often? Is that: sufficient to reach a definitive con 

  

clusion? ct 

A Yes, sir... 

a . Sow, after you have compared a bullet under a micro 

scope; and reached conclusions, or compared fragments, do you 

recommend any further tests? 

A £For instance, sir? 

qQ Well, suppose that you | can not make a comparison. 

    

    

Would you then recommend that some other method other thar: 

ballistics be used to further darernlae whether or not ther 

was any way to identify the bullet as having bean fined from: a-} 

particular rifle? | 

A I know of no other way, sir.   oVE
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. O£ president Kennedy's death, were, a. | spectrographic and neutron- 

29 

Q Are you familiar with the spectrographic “ey 

activation analysis tests? 

A ' Yes, sir, but that still can't positively identif 
   

  

   

  

  a bullet as having = fired ream a . partiowiar: weapons. \ 

Q Can it identity a bullet as having made a partic 
  

  
lar wound, or being associated — a particular feaguent; 

particular crime? | 

A ata te not my specialty, sir. I do not think S0.,| 

2 , Do you recall,. in the. course of your investigation 

activation analysis made? 

  

    

  

A . ‘Yes, gir... 

a And were reports on those two tests made available | 

to you? : ns i 

: A Not to me, no, six. Peet 

~ Qo “ou never. recall having seen those reports? 

A Oh, yes, sir; I've seen the reports, bat —, 

I thought you mean dia ‘they’ SOEDACR I ne with the results. 

They furnished Mr. Frazier with the results." 

Q The results — but you - saw them? 

A Yes, sie. - 

Q At the time, in 1963-1964, or subsequently? 

A I don't recall, sir. 

  

  7 7 a :
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Q 

A 

Field Office. 

‘O
o 

» 
Oo 

Pp 

A 

Q. 

Office? 

A 

Q 

39 

What was the form of the reports that you saw? 

It was a copy of the outgoing report to the Dallas 2, 

As of what date? 

It was the first report, if I wenadils ce     
Do you recall how long it was, how many pages? . 

It was a very large report, sir. 

Very aaa meppets 

I believe you: ‘said that that was the first report 

' to the Dallas Field Office? 

As I recall, sir. 
< 

Were fhave subsequent reports to es Dallas Field 

Yes, Sir. 

Did they also include spectrographic and neutron-- 

activation analyses? 

A 

believe, was reported in that first report. It was strictly. 

spectrographic. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I don’t —— neutron-activation analysis, I do not 

  

Is there any reason why it was not? 

Because it wasn't done at that time. 

Do you know when it was done? 

No, sir; it was subsequently. 

GEO 
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Q Do you have any idea of share it waS, approximately 

A No. 

Q ' How long after the assassination was it made? 

A No, sir. a 

eo vemiatiy, & how : soon after the evidentiary : specinen 

were received would such tests - carried out? 

A Sir, this | is not in my field, and some | one people| 

— other witnegs:s could probably answer these questions much 

‘more fully. 
oe 3 

3 

Q Well, f under stand that we would expect a much 

more definitive answer: from some of the other witnesses, but: | 

if you have any knowledge or feeling, Lt would appreciate a 

general | answer to tee y yf BS 

eo A - No, sir, I don't. 

Qo What about within your own field of expertise in| 

ballistics identification? How soon after gos ‘eveiea evtdenn: : 

tiaxry specimens are the tests carried out? 

  

A That depends on the particular Examiner's workload} 

Q In the case involving the assassination of the 

President? a a 

A It was done immediately- 

Q And how soon after the tests are done are the 

veports on it made? 

SoK 
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t A In this particular case, immediately. 
i 

( Q Did you ever have occasion to examine the segs    

    

Kennedy and Governor Connally? 

A XY didn’ te | 

mm. LE SAR: Mr. Johnson; could wa ens hat oman 

and this is -- the Archivist, Mr. Johnson, has passed a small. 

container with a bullet.   (Archivist. hands exhibit —- a bullet — to witness.) 

        

   
  
  

    . | 
"1 3 

HOOVER REPORTING 60, INC. i S GA 

| 320 Massachusetts Avenue, NE. 

Wasnington, 5.0. 26012 i 
(900) AAR-RB RA i f 

— af BY MR. a SAR: (Resuming) 

8 / | : Is that the bullet that you: examined? 

© A Yes, sir. “4 

a Did you make’ any report on your — as ; - 

to the state of this ‘bullet? 

_ A ot personally? _ 

@ | Yes. . ie 

A No, sir. | 
a?) But I believe you stated that you dia ae it? 

‘A Yes, sir, I did. : | ‘ 

| Q And what -- when and for what purpose? zo oe 

\ A fo determine whether or not that bullet had been 

fired from a rifle found in the Book bepository. 4 

Q And that was the only purpose easoar acetone |
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33 

Yes, sir. 

Did you make any observations on the state of that.|. 

    

    
No, sir. 

Would you characterize it as in virtually pristine}: 

No, sir. 

Why not? 

Because there was mutiliation. 

Where is the mutilation present on the bullet? 

The baseis flat, as you can see (indicating). 

“Yes. Other than a slight flattening of the base,, 

is there any other mutilation on the bullet? 

A 

>» 
Oo
 

» 
0 

Q 

which samples were removed for scientific testing? 

A 

Q 

A 

I don’t recall from my examination of the bullet. «| 

Do you see any other present now? Just on -~ 

Well, with the naked eye -- 

With the naked eye? 

    
No, sir. 

Can you identify any. places on that bullet from 

No, sir. I don’t know. 

IZ you look at it now? © 

Yes, sir, the base appears to -= 

S53  



   

  

    

         

i 
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: 1 Q To have had a amaple removed? 

| A Yes, sir, but there again, somebody else — 

! Q ' How about the nose? Does there appear to have heen 

a sample removed from the nose? A 

. A _ Yes, ies ES 

Q Now, astinaeiiy, you spoke of weighing the bullet, |. 

/ and I assume this bullet was weighed when it was received by : 

t the FBI Laboratory? _ | | : 

f A Yes, sir. 

i | Q Would it not have been weighed again after those. - . 

/ ! eoacimans were removed? : “ os 

( ” fy - oA - No, six. 

Q , . How much would gach a bullet normal ly weigh? 

A _ As I recall, sir, 16L grains, noncosinneniy. 

MR. WEISBERG: ; That's close. | 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

To Rs Q ee Fow — would have been removed -- might have 

been removed ag removing those samples? 

A “I have no idea, sir.°° °° otf 

Q How much weight would ordinarily be lost in firin: 
: , SCARE 

( | the bullet? “| 

| A Very little, sir. 

Q You don't -— would you state in terms -- : 

ee : ao | 

fevaee seam ft | 
(202) 545-0900
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| A No, sir. 

( Q You wouldn't care to? Okay. 

  

   

   

' Are you familiar with the history of this bullet?. 

By that I mean --   
AL I have 1 no first-hand kncwiedion, 2 no, » sir. 2 

Q Are you eabtitag with the -- the facts stated: in. 

: the Warren Report, that. this bullet is alleged to have transited 

the President's neck, without striking a bone, that it then is   
alleged to have emashed. four inches of the President's fifth ob 

rib -- excuse ma -- of Governor Connally's fifth rib, and that | 

itt smashed Governor - Connally’ s wrist, and penateated Governor -|: 
f ae Beas 

‘gt Connally's thigh for eaverat inches, without damaging the 

tibula, but leaving a fragment in it? | 

OA : Yes, sir.- | - 

Q You're fs amii jax with thats. 

In your experience, would you normally expect a. 

‘bullet which had done that amount of damage to have suffered, 

more mutilation or damage than that bullet has? 

  

   
    

MR. RYAN: t just want to note an objection for 

the record, as to the relevancy of ‘this. line: of questioning   
I don't think it has any pertinence to your FOTA request for 4 

spectrographic and neutron-activation analyses.   i 

{ 

! 

| MR. WEISBERG: What reports is that? 

| 
| 

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC. ‘| a a5 
320 Massachusetts Svenva. NC. 

Washington, D.C, 22002 
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36 

MR. RYAN: The reports for neutron—activation and 

spectrographic analysis. Se, DAE 

I'll permit the witness “to answer that question 

he can. 

| HE WITNESS: “E can not answer the ‘question, 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Q Why not? 

x . Because it's not possible. It is possible that 

it could have done that: yes. 

Q- But RY question was: based ‘on your extensive | 

experience, would you expect this bullet ta have done that? 

A... On the naaLe of my experience, tr have seen many .-'| 

bullets that have caused a good deal of damage « and not been ...\| 

mutilated at all. 

- Q But have pu seen any that have sukterad as Little |. 

damage as this bullet has and caused ag mach damage as this =. 

as is alleged to this bullet? 

  

A Yes, sir. oe 

Q You have seen such bullets? : 

A Yes, sir. Heavy slow-moving bullets do not have 

a tendency to blow -- to break up. 

Q A slow-velocity bullet? 

A Relatively speaking. 

53t 
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A 

second, is not -- I can't remember exactly the muzzle velocity: 

of this particular kind o£ ammunition, but if I recall, it" 

somewhere around 2,100 feet per second, and that is not 

you would call a high-velocity rifle bullet. 

a 

and a medium velocity? 

A 

weight. 

| Q 

A 

Q 
Autopsy Panel Report, whit was issued in 1967? . 

a 

Q 

A 

Q 

ance of 

oD
 

FY 
KH 

37 

How would you define a slow-velocity bullet? 

Well, rifle bullets down ‘around 2,000 feet per: 

    

  

What would be a line of demarcation between a low 

Well, the bullets -- we have many bullets of this | 

Up close to 3,000 feet per second. | 

Would be —~ ~ that would: be high-velocity? 

That would be Aigh-velootey. 

Are you familiar with the Department of Justice _ 

No, Six. 
a ying ob 

Under the direction of — Clark? 

No, Sir. - 

  

You were not consulted in connection with the -issu- 

that report? | 

Not I, sir. 

Was anyone in the PBI Laboratory? 

Not that I know of, sir. 

That report states that there are fragments in the 

ss? |   
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    | furnished by the FBI. Same relevancy objection. 

38 

president’ s neck, based on their examination of the Sea » 

Can you see any hana on ‘that bullet where a frag-|. 

ment could have come from? 

A - The base here (indicating). 

cD . . Only from the base? : 

A From superficially looking at it, yes, sir. 

Q | When you aeaniined the bullet under the nleroncoph, 

aid yon. ohasrve any marks on it? 

cA I observed many marks on it. 

- Q- Could iad determine what caused those marks? 

os .. Many - mont of chem are caused by the builet pass 

ing down the barrel. 

oe Yes. when a bullet strikes an object, such as. 

cloth or clothing, could that scar, or leave a mark on-the 

bullet? 

MR. RYAN: - Walk, just for the record, I want to “a 

again object. I think we have aaERes off the Line of relevan- b 

cy, which is the existence of additional reports allegedly 1 not: 

MR. LE SAR: For the record, I am attempting <2 

determine whether or not certain observations or tests were. = 

made, and whether or not they were put in the. reports that we 

have not obtained. 

Soo 
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ination of the bullet? 

AD 

bullet. 

Q 

bullet, did 

A 

; microscopic 

Q 

it did not strike bone? 

*' Yes. 

- Going through cloth? ~-" ~ 

39 

THE WITNESS: A bullet of that type? 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Yes. 

  

I would not expect it to mark; no, sir. 

Would you aseesesest it to be marked if it struck bone? 

You can get mutilation; yes, sir. 

Did you observe any such mutilation in your exam— 

As I geaced previously, there is. mutilation of that! 

Other than. the slight deformity at the base of the 

you observe any marks on the bullet? 

No major. 

Nothing which would suggest that it has struck | 

Tt could have struck bone and not be mutilated... 

    
I do not recall, sir, whether or not there was. any-|: 

mutilation on it or not. 

If there was not, would that indicate to you that |   557 
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A Not necessarily, no, sir; .it depends on’ the hard=- 

ness of the jacket. 

Q ' But in probability, would it indicate to you that: 

it was probable that. it struck or did not strike — ~~ 

  

MR. RYAN: Same objection, for the recora. 

THE WITNESS: I have no opinion on that, sir. 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

9 _ The facts stated by the President's ‘Commission on 

President Kennedy’ s assassination indicate that in adetnion 7 

to the ee which the 1967 Autopsy Panel report found ne 

President Kennedy's neck, that ‘Share was.a cragment in epweraoel 

Connaliy's wrist, a 3.5 millimeter: fragment in Governor 

Connally s chest, a Evaqmant in covermee Connally’ s thigh. 

Is it possible that all of those fraguents could - 

have come from this bullet? 

‘AU have no opinion on that, sir. — 

Q Can you -— from determining -— excuse me; lat me - 

confer with Mr. Neiubere a second. . 

| (Discussion off the record) 2% 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

  

Q Can you, as you now observe that bullet, show 

where the 3.5 millimeter fragment in Governor Connally's thigh: | 

could have come from on that bullet? 

S60  
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i A Sir, I have no opinion. I have no way of knowing. 

All right. _ 

"Do vou know what the diameter of that bullet. is?, 

A Approximately » e263 .. | 

. Q . And does that afford you any basis. for. making’ 

opinion as to where a fragment 3.5 millimeters long could eve! 

ii come from? 

A No, sir. _   Q I would ask you to examine the base of the bullet 

again and see if you can determine from that where there was ||. 

a sample cut out. Is it clear? 

i A 'E don't know where a sample was cut out, sir. 

Q Me. Cunningham, you spoke earlier of he ballistics! 

_j: examination that you would normally make, and indicated that. 

in a case of the. magnitnde of the assassination of President — 

renee you would take comparison photographs: of the bullets: 

that you examined under the comparison microsgopa?. 

A Yes, sir.    
     

Q I want to show you a photograph and see whether ox: 

not this is the kind of photograph that you vould take fori 

A This is not a photograph taken from a ‘compaviaons 

i| microscope.   Q Is there any evidentiary purpose that could be 

:  s6/   
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: served by such a photograph? 

    od 

HOOVER REPORTING CO,INC. |: 

320 Massachusetts Avenue, N.C. | \! 

-wanted to determine whether or not the FBI would make compar= 

A No, sir, but again, every piece of evidence “in ©~. 

this case was photographed... . 

Q Yes, I understand that. 

I want to. show. you another photagnagh and” abi Syed 

is thatthe kind of photograph that might be taken in preserv- | 

ing records af a SPAGLEES. received? 

AR Not by the FRI. 

Q Not by ‘the FBIz Why not? 

/ A That's a Very, bad photograph. 

2 Ay It is? Why ao. you “say that? 

A Ie‘s too. dark, focus is not good. Tt does not 

aac: Like an FBI photograph. 

  

Q . All right 

So you: would ordinarily expect the Far would nave     

   

   
   

   

—— » pheteemaphe of, ‘say the grooves? 

ra Yes, sir. TI don't ever recall seeing this photo~ 

graph.. oe , — a Es 

Q No. Por ‘the. HORE it is not a photograph assoed 

ated wLth the assassination of President Kennedy. I simply 

! able photographs. 

You would make comparable photographs?» 

SER 
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A ' Under normal circumstances, no. 

Q But in the case of a major political assassination?:.     
   

   

  A ' Well, in the case of the assassination of President 

i MR. LE SAR: For the record, I would like to sub: 

| mit —- not these photographs {indicating) , ut xerox copies 

te 

of ety so we can later determine what we were talking about. 

May I see that first one here hue 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Rasuming?) 

i Q . Would you ‘agree that this is a Seernie copy of the |. 

; first photograph that I showed you? - ss - . 2 

“MR. RYAN: z aaa believe so. 

THE WITNESS ¢ No; sir. on ge REQ GE 

MR. LE SAR: Somewhere here I've got a Xerox of 

i that. 

Excuse me; ‘let me go a just run. and Xerox these. | “ 

MR. WEISBERG: - _, Would you Like me to do. ‘that? 

MR. LE SAR: Yes, why don’t your   MR. WEISBERG: Here it is (indicating) . ~   THE «WITNESS: That would be it. 

MR. LE SARs For the record, Mr. Cunningham has. 

identified a Xerox of a photograph as being a Xerox of it,   and I would like to submit this as Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. 

S63 
320 tassachusatts Avenue. NC. i 
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That was the first of the two photographs which I showed Mr. 

    
Yes.- 

MR. LE SAR: 

| Plaintige® Ss Exhibit ae which is: a pistngrape of the second 

photesraph that was just shown to Mr. Cunningham. -- 

marked for identi leation as 
fad ra tuem- + 

Plaintifé? s Exhibit ‘No. 2) 

BY MR. LE SAR®:. (Resuming) 

Q rt believe you testified that you — seen Re cle 

of the spectrographnic reports, or at least some of them, - ‘that 

were done by the FBI in connection with President Kennedy's:     !| assassination. 
Did you ever see any reports on the neutron-activa- 

tion analysis which was performed? 

I do not recail, sir.   | 

| a 
| | 

    
   

Cunningham. 

(The document referred to was. 
. Se a ack 

marked for identification as. 

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1).° 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Q And now I showe you a Xexvox which I believe is a 

Xerox of the second photograph I showed you: is ~that correct? 

I would Like to have this marked as 3 

(The document -referred to was © 
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Q Would it have been normal for such reports to have 

been made? 

oR ' X£ don't recall that either, sir. 

  

    Q Well, have you seen, in other cases in which. nea 

' tron-activation analyses were done —- have you seen copies of” 

those reports? | | - 

Well, tey’re being done every day. 

Do you occasionally see copies of them?   Yes, I see ‘copies of those reports. 

no
 

PF
 

DOD
 

PK 

And what would be the form? They would come to oof 

you in typewritten form? | | | 

A ‘Well, the: Examiner — in other words, in a normal 

case,. if there is neutron-activation, if my man is Number l, 

he will get the neutron~activatipn dictation and that will be.’ |: 

incorporated into one report. 

     
  

  

Q . Yes? 

A And then it: comes to me for reading. Yes, sir. 

Q . And what would be the aacure of that report?” Wha 

would it set forth?   A The resuits of the examination. 

Q And it would give a commentary on the significance | 

of those results? For example, would it state whether or not 

the tests indicated that a.-- say, you've got. a question whether; 

| GbF.    
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or not a particular fragment came from a particular bullet; 

would the report state whether or nat the neutron-activation |. 

analyses were able to determine that?     SB Ir don’t think you can determine that. 

Q You can ae by - -- would it state ‘whether ‘or: not 

a particular fragment could. be excluded from having. come from ye 

a particular bullet? 

aA Yes, sir. You can exclude. 

Q You can exclude, but you. can ee —— 

: A Identity. - 

Q os identify? ‘I see. 

Can you say chat’ tt is possible that a fragment : 

came ‘from a particular bullet? | 

| A It is possible to aay that it could have come from 

that: source ¢ or another ‘source with the same composition. 

@ Would you then — would the report then set forth. 

the reasons ; why for that conclusion? _ 

A it already set the reason that they were compos 

tionally similar or dissimilar. 

Q And it would explain -- it would explain also the 

-- what it was in — examination that caused the piaminas 2 

conclude that it was either similar or dissimilar? 

In other words, if it's a case where the fragment, 

FO 
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say, has a higher percentage of antimony — 

    

A They would not be specific; no, sir. . “a th, 

Q ' They would not be specific? | . 

A I have: never seen them being specific on that 

report. 3 

Q But they would state if it could be exeluded:—..”- 

A Yes, sir. 

Q -- from having been fired from that -— as having 

been associated with inet particular source? They would say , 

' that? 

A If the composition is different, completely differ 

ent — would say 30. 

Q What -— would the report ordinarily list the ele= 

ments that were-found present in the source? 

A No. ; 

Q Why noe “ 

OAS They're of no value. saoecicae 

Q It has value as a record of value for ‘aia al prepary 

ation of testimony, doesn't it? 

  

A The Examiner would have that in his notes. = 

Q It see. 

A It would have no value in a report. 

Q Now, would you -— suppose you've. got a case in whic! 

$67  
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; there are a number of fragments and a number of Ob] aces. See 

‘ are allegea to have been struck by a bullet, one or more os 

    

   
bullets; would you then make comparisons of the composition of 

each of the fragments with each of the bullets and each of 

    the objects struck to determine waethee or not -= which ‘feng 

ment. came from which source, or which object was struck? 

A This quastion concerns beyond the scope of ny   expertise. 
joo. @ All right. | 

i You indicated that the reports would state whether | 

{ . Oo | or not the fragment, or the object struck by a fragment or a 

bullet, is similar to an akieged source, or dissimilar. 

: | _ How do yon deéine the similarity? 

A _—s In that particular field, I don't know, sir. 

Q. Yes. . | | 

MR. LE SARs. zr suggest that we take a break. I 

= we should take a short break ——— — x’ ™ going to ask: 7 

   

you one more question. 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Q Can you recall what report you saw in connection 

( i 
| with the investigation into President Kennedy's assesainatian? 

Specifically what types of examination were made? Could you 

56E 
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! just give me your recollection of the type of tests that were 

( done? | _ | 

| AR” ° What do you mean, sir? | a 

| Q Well, I | nealize that this is 1954 we are baling 

| about, but you were involved in that Jnvastigation ahd ‘he: 

| reports came across your desk, and I-am asking for your recoi- 

! lection -— 

A. They were coming across Mr. Frazier'’s desk. 

9 But you were transmitted -- some of them you saw, | 

i I gather? | , 

_ ! A. Yes, I saw some of them, of course. 

C oo , | Q _ Can you recall any of. then that you saw? ~ 

: - | A Rot span Hically. | 

Q Can you recall the. general nature of any ae them? 

A No, sir; it's been ‘too Nett =: 

o. ALL right. 

. Can you recall any reports that were. prepared ts = 

be given to the Warren Commission? 

A | As a report, sir? 

Q Yes. 

( : | A Or a piece of oonreupundence? What do ven maan? <(. 

| Every day I had ~- I was putting on correspondence 

iy to the Warren Commission in regard to the evidence. 

rar 72/ 
Washington, 0.C. 20002 i 
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Q Any statement as to the evidence? 

! A They were going out -- by that, sir, we were teli—|. 

ii ing them -=- - well, we were telling them what was delivered and: 

what was picked MPs. 

| hee I believe that every time evidence -- chaste: | a: 

letter, Iwuld get it back — what we pi icked we got. back. 7 

. Q. What you transmitted. 

Do you necal. aay tests or examination that they 

requested to be performed? 

i: A = don’t recall any; no, site 

MR. LE SAR: x think we should: take a short break, 

say fax 15 minutes, and then return. | | “ 

MR. RYANs — How much more do you think you'l. have o 

with Mr. Cunningham? —_ os : 

| MR. LE SAR: 1 think that we -are pretty close to - 

tt end, of not tiene. I want to confer with Mr. Weisberg for. . 

a few minutes. 

(Whereupon a short recess was Eaken.) * 

MR. LE SAR: All right, we.can resume now. 

BY MR. LE SAR? (Resuming) 

  

  Q Mr. Cunningham, I have just a couple of quick 

questions. 

You testified that you did see correspondence 

F720 
    
FE 
\i 

. 
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Commission and the FBI, wal my answer was yes, siz, because 

  , 

! 
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exchanged with the Warren Commission with respect to FBI tests 

and reports? 

   ' A ° No, I didn't testify to that. 

Q: What did you testify to? 

A Ir vestified =-- you asked me whether or not TI had 
“ peat 

seen correspondence —— — correspondence between the Warren’ . 

every aay r generated some , correspondence. i 

Qo. - Was there -- . did you see any documents that reflec— 

ted some step other than the final’ correspondence which was ae 

exchanged <-— in other words, rough drafts of correspondence. 

which would state facts, the facts contained in PBI examina- 

tions?. 

A. : No, sir, I don’t recall that. 

-Q. You don't recall that? 

Do you remember =< do: you recall the reports that. 

you yourself made about: your examinations?   a All. the reports of examinations in the FBI abate 

  

them, or te initially conducted them, or Mr, Killian initialiy | 

conducted them. 

Q You did not make any report to Mr. Frazier or any~ | 

G//
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it A No, sir. I made up notes on some of the evidence, 

( || especially the Tibbett evidence. 

Q ‘But there was nothing other than the lab work: ae     
sheets and your own notes that were transmitted to Hr.. Fraziens 

| 

} : 

or to some other official? . 

  

| A They were never | tvanemisted to anybody , sir the   i report was made up from ihe notes, and then Mr. Pragier made / 

| an examination of that evidence, and then Mr. Killian made an 

| examination of that evidence, and they agreed with my notes ‘ | 

“ and then my notes weren't changed -- if they agwand with my — 

notes: | / : 

} Oo ws | . ; In other words, Mr. Frazier nade. notes on what he - 

| initially examined. | 

- Q . Yes. 

Well, you ‘conducted some examinations, and you nadia - 

notes én. — examinations at the tie-you conducted them? 

A Only if it was an initial examination.     
- Q- In other . words, , af someone else made the initial, 

‘examination, you did not make notes? 

A No, sir, I did not. 7 

( | - Q Is that a customary procedure at _— FBI? 

A The reexamination of evidence is not a customary . 

C3 procedure in the FBI.     
GPA HOCVE2 REPORTING CO, INS. 

320 Massachusetts Avenue. Nf. °; 
Washington, D.C. 20802 
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Q I see. 

So that when you ‘were the person that initially 

examined a piece of avitience ‘and you made notes on that « examin 

ation, then how aid you communicate those to other FBE tabora 

  

tory ‘officials, including 1 Mr. Frazier? 

ing right together. 

a” 2’. He was always, present? There was. y nothing you aia 

—— na examination you: made without the others present? 

  

   
ca , Only ones... 

- What was ‘that one? 
«     

   

Research Taboratory: and had it rechronographied. 

  

on it, no, sir. This was just examination we thought that~ 

should be done. _     
.get something a little clearer in my mind about what can be 

; 0 Okay. Now, I want to make something of a little: 
y 

‘determined from an examination — a ballistics examination : a 

under comparison microscope. 
' 

    

    

   

    

A... Me Prazier was present. The three: of. us were wor! : 

  

A - : twas the one who: took the rifle over. to the Naval. .t 

  

- : Q aa For ~- for i ‘to detexmine — 

A = Muzzle velocity. Yes. | wt 

get pid you make: a 4 report on on the mazzle “velocity? 

a | AlL I had: were ; the notes. No ‘report 1 was ever sister     
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G ( When you examined a bullet or remnant of a project- 

| dle under a microscope, can you determine from the markings on |. 

it that that specimen did not come from a rifle, from “a™~.! 

| particular rifle?     
A oft stated, sir, you would not make that examinatio: H 

{ 
i 

|" a comparison microscope; the only way you could say tick. 

i that bullet was not fired from that weapon was if the general | 

| gifling characteristics were different. 

i Q Well, let's. assume -- could you make a microscopic 

examination of markings -- and here I’m not talking about lands 

| and grooves, but other markings left on a a a result 

ee, | ' of its having struck. something whitch — or as a result of its 

‘having been scored or marked in some way -- in the firing, 

‘other than the lands and grooves? 

| marks imparted tothe bullet by the barrel? 

! 

| A Are you talking about the individual characteristics 

| 
| Q By the barrel; yes. 

A Well, you could make -- ft would not, and Senay: 

  

   
   

  

in the FBI Laboratory examining Lt would make — if the gener 

Lovee. 
| cifling characteristics are ther same,’ you would never ‘say ‘that   ; Be bullet could not — been fired from that weapon. 

All you would say is: it’s a no-conclusion case. . 

i 
| 
\ 

MOOVER REPORTING CO, INC. i y) 2Y 
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viashingzon, D.C 29902 
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ae you can say is that nothing was found to.indicate that it 
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| other marks that would enable you to determine the specimen oe 

i as it was -- as it traversed the barrel, that would distinguish | 

ache istics are. the same, and yen | are dealing with the same: 

55 

was fired from that weapon in its present condition, because 

you do not know what happened to that —- ~~ tel Cee 

  

   
   

  

Q | By "general rifling characteristics," you mean -- ke, 

A That's the SALLE: anda the BES of lands and 

grooves in the — the mabe | of — widths of ‘howe Landa +? 
  

and grooves, and the direction of the ‘twist. in the rifling. | | 

Q Now, is it not possible that there would be sone 

had not been fired from that particular weapon — rifle? | 

A I don't know what — any marks? 

Q . Well, would there be some irregularity: in the 

barrel, for example, that might impart something to the bullet . 

Lt? . 

A __ As having not been fired? . - - 

As having: not been fired. 

i
 
a
 

A I can only repeat that if the general rifling chars: 
      

   
   

caliber and the same type bullets, ‘rz would never "non-ident" 

on the basis of individual characteristic marks, because you 

do not know what heopanad subsequent to the first -- from thal 

time the bullet was removed from a body until the time you got 

the weapon. 

S7F  
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Q How about -- is that also true for the absence of 

individual characteristica? - 

’ Suppose that you have a specimen rifle; you test= 

fire it and the bullets that you retrieve from those test-fir 

  

ings have certain individual characteristics, and can: you,, ‘on 

the basis of that, exclude a bullet-alleged to have come 

from that rifle? 

Do you understand the question? 

.MR. RYAN: I just want to make the same relevancy 

objection. Goa ahead. - cn 

| THE WITNESS: x don't understand the question. 

BY MR. LE SAR: (Resuming) 

Q Well, you have” ‘bullet fired down a rifle baryel,» 

and. it leaves. certain: general _— ee you veferred to as . 

general rifling characteristics. ort also may ‘leave ‘individual 4 

characteristics. ~ - : | 

Could you give me an example of an indvidual 

  

characteristic? 

A A mark is a mark, sir. ° 

Q Any mark on the bullet? 

A Yes. . = 

Q So you might get a rifle that, in addition to the 

general rifling characteristics, left an individual mark, and 

S76 
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every time you fired the bullet down that rifle, it would Leave 

    

  

   

a mark, a mark very similar to that mark. “But that mark was “te 

not -- it would not be considered a general rifling character~   
istic? 

“BR  - No, it's an individual characteristic marks.« 

—Q You then examined the butlet, which is, say, ‘removed 

‘ from. the body of a victin, and it does not have that mark. 

Would: you then determine -— “would you then determine that it. 

could be excluded as having been fired from that rifle? 

| A Hor sir. TI ; repeat: it the general rifling charac= 7 

7 | teristics are the same, you can not ngnsEient. ‘ALL you can do 

© is give a “no-conclusion." 

MR. LE SAR: ALL right; fine. thank you. 

Ir think that concludes the examination. 

oo MR. RYAN: We would like to -have Signature on the 

deposition. oo a - oe . 

(Whereupon, at 12:02 PM, the taking of the instant ‘ 

deposition was concluded.) : erg 
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CERTIFICATE 

’ XZ certify that I have read the foregoing 43. pages.    deposition and that it is a true and correct record of the 

testimony given by me. 

  

CORTLANDT CUNNINGHAM 

Subseribed and sworn to before me this day of 

, 1977. 

  

Notary Public in and for the 
District of -Colimbia 

My Commission expires i 
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CERTIFICATES OF REPORTER 

I, William H. Dillingham, III, the reporter, do hereby 

certify that the testimony of said witness, pages 16 thru 58 

  

   
   

was taken by me stenographrcally and thereafter reduced to. 

typewriting by me; that said deposition is a true receré of 

the testimony given by said witness; that I am neither counsd]| 

    
  

for, related to, nor employed by any of the parties to the 

action invwhich ‘this denosttion was taken; and further, that 

I am not a relative or employee of any attorney or counsel 

employed by the parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise 

interested in the outcome of the action. 

  

‘ Reporter 
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foregoing deposition was taken, do hereby certify that the 

   
iitness whose testimony appears in the foregoing deposition veal. 
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fuly sworn by me; that the testimony of said witness was: 

taken by me by Stenomask, and thereafter reduced to typewriting 
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